
(7) havediscusseda modular systemthat calculatesone
position coordinate.

The modular cameras may be used individually, but
they are most efficient when used in large systems where
count rate is an important specification (8,9). For an
Anger camera, the count rate is limited because each
gamma ray that strikes the large planar crystal must be
processed completely before another event can be proc
essed. The modular cameras are designed to be optically
and electronically independent, so the system count
rate is N times the count rate of one module, where N
is the number of modules in the system.

In this paper, we describe the theory of position
estimation in the modular cameras and the hardware
associated with implementing the theory. Procedures
are described that are used to calibrate the module, and
results are presented from a prototypical modular
camera.

METhODS
The design of our modular camera presents new challenges

that cannot be met by simple extensions of design principles
established for Anger cameras. Since we anticipate using these
modules in close-packed arrays, it is important that the entire
crystal area be useful for imaging. We accomplish a full field
of view by implementing a statistical estimator instead of
standard sum-and-difference circuitry. Digital electronics and
a lookup table are used to realize the estimator in hardware.
The contents of the lookup table are calculatedin a two-step
process. First, a calibration accurately determines PMT re
sponses as a function ofscintillation position. Then the lookup
table is calculated by using the calibration information and
maximum likelihood(ML)estimation rules.This sectionde
scribes the ML estimate, the signal-processing hardware, the
calibration technique, the calculation ofthe lookup table, and
techniques for improving flood-field uniformity.

The EstimationProblem
A scintillation event is specified by the position coordinates

(Xo,Yo)of a light flash in a NaI(Tl) crystal. The light flash
produces a set of PMT responses, (n1n2n3n.@),where n1 is
defined as the number of photoelectrons detected in PMT i
during a short time interval. The likelihood of a particular
(n1n2n3n4, for a scintillation event at (xo,yo),iS given by the
statistical properties of the light flash, camera geometry, and
PMT characteristics(10). It has been arguedthat the number
ofphotoelectrons from a scintillation flash follows the Poisson
probability distribution (1 1), although work by some research

A modular gamma ray camera is described that gives
useful image information over its entire crystal face. The
lackof deadareaon the peripheryof the camerais made
possible by a unique application of digital electronics and
optimalposition estimation using maximumlikelihood(ML)
estimates. The MLestimates are calculated directly from
photomultiplier tube responses and stored in a lookup
table, so the restrictionofcalculating the positionestimates
in separate circuitry is removed. Each module is designed
to beopticallyandelectronicallyindependent,sothatmany
modules can be combined in a large system. Results from
a prototypical module, which has an active crystal area of
10 cm X 10 cm, are presented.
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e describe an alternative to a standard gamma
camera called a modular camera, which is, in essence,
a small Anger camera (1). Components of the module
include a square scintillation crystal, an exit window,
and an array of four photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), as
shown in Figure 1. The crystal measures 10 cm x 10
cm, which is also the useful field ofview for the module.
The full field of view is due to a unique application of
digital electronics and optimal position estimation,
which includes direct analog-to-digital conversion of
the PMT responses, a lookup table for position esti
mation, and an image memory that accumulates the
position estimates@ and j) (2). The lookup table re
moves the restriction of calculating the estimates in
separate circuitry, and we show that it works well over
the entire area of the crystal. The direct conversion of
analog PMT signals to digital signals was applied to
Anger cameras by Genna et al. (3) in 1982, but@ and
j@estimates were calculated in separate circuitry, and a
large planar crystal was used. The modular design con
cept has been investigated by Muehllehner et al. (4),
Rogers et al. (5) and Rogers et al. (6), but none of these
systems digitizes the PMT responses directly, and both
calculate@ and j) in separate circuitry. Burnham et al.
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mates. Conventional scintillation cameras use a resistive or
capacitive network to provide sum and difference signals that
are combined to yield position estimates. In the center of the
crystal, where the MDRFs are approximately linear, sum-and
difference circuitry works well. Toward the edges ofthe crystal
and near the tube centers, the MDRFs become nonlinear,
which leads to position errors in the estimates (14). In com
mercial systems, postcorrection schemes are commonly used
to correct small position errors, but the position errors near
edges of the crystal are so large that they cannot be easily
corrected. Instead, this dead area is simply masked and not
used.

We initiallyusedsum and differencecircuitryin our mod
ular cameras, but the resulting dead area was a significant
portion of the crystal area (15). In order to obtain accurate
position estimates over the entire crystal area, we implemented
an ML estimator, which is the (x,y) value that maximizes
P(ABCDIxy) for a particular ABCD, where A, B. C and D are
the signal levels after the , n2, n3 and n.@photoelectrons,
respectively, are processed by the electronics. We also inves
tigated a minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) estimator
and found that it performed similarly to the ML estimator in
a one-dimensional modular camera (15).

The useofstatisticalmethodsfor findingpositionestimates
in scintillation cameras has been investigated by other re

(1) searchers. For example, Gray and Macovski (16) suggested
the use of the maximum a posleriori(MAP)estimate,which
is equivalent to the ML estimate if all (x,y) positions in the
crystal area equally likely. Also, Clinthorne et al. (1 7) de
scribed an ML position computer for use in position-sensitive

(2) detectors.

Hardware
The signal processingfor the modular camera is divided

into six stages: acquisition, conversion, compression, estima
tion, accumulation, and post-processing. A flow diagram of
the signal processing is displayed in Figure 2. In the first stage,
the light flash from a scintillation event produces electrical

FIGURE 1
Modularcameraopticalcomponents.Foursquare PMTsview
a 10 cm x 10 cm (Nal(Tl)crystalthrougha 19.0-mmthickexit
window. The assembly is covered by an aluminum housing
when inuse.

ers indicates that it is slightly non-Poisson (12). In this report,
we assume that the signals from the PMTs are independently
Poisson distributed, that is:

4 4ffli _f

P(n1n2n3n.@Ixy)= H P(n1lxy)= H â€ẽxp,
i-I i-I fli.

The function f1(x,y)is the mean detector-responsefunction
(MDRF) for PMT i and event position (x,y), that is:

f1(x,y) = (n1(x,y)),

where the brackets denote the statistical average. We also have
investigated other techniques for which the Poisson assump
tion is not necessary (13), but no significant improvement in
camera performance was found. Note that we do not assume
the dependence of f1(x,y)on x and y is separable.

During the operation of scintillation cameras, PMT re
sponsesare processedas they occur to obtain position esti

FIGURE2
Flow diagram of the modular camera
signalprocessing.Thelight froma scm
tillation event is first acquired by the
PMTs.Theanalogsignalsaredigitized
by eight-bit analog-to-digItal converters
(ADCs)and compressed into five-bit
digitalsignals with erasable program
mableread-onlymemories(EPROMS).
Signals from the four EPROMs are
combinedinto a twenty-bitaddress to
a lookup table where position esti
mates are stored. Ifthe EPROMsignals
correspond to a photopeak event, the
positionestimate is accumulatedIn an
image memory. After data collection is
completed,the host processor can be
used to apply image processing tech
niques, such as smoothing or tomo
graphicreconstruction,to thedata.The
conversionand compressionhardware
is located on a special-purpose circuit
card,and the estimation,accumulation,
and post-processingIs performedon a
dedicated computer system.

Ac@ Come@on Con@ms@on E@ fr4@um@ @-pmcm@ng
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current pulsesin the four PMTscorrespondingto a particular
response (n1n2n3n4).The second stage converts the electrical
pulses into digital signals. The next two stages, compression
and estimation, process the digital information to estimate the
position of the scintillation in the crystal. The fifth stage,
accumulation, produces an image of the gamma flux incident
on the crystal face by accumulating position estimates in an
image memory. The last stage, post-processing, is utilized if
an image-processing technique, such as smoothing or tomo
graphic reconstruction, is required. The hardware is organized
so that the conversionand compressionstagesare locatedon
a special-purpose circuit card. The estimation, accumulation,
and post-processing stages reside in a computer system. The
host processor communicates with the image memory and the
lookup table over a standard VME computer bus. The follow
ing paragraphsdescribethe hardwareof each stage in more
detail.

The acquisition-stage hardware consists of the PMTs and
analog filters. After a scintillation event occurs in the crystal,
photoelectrons are generated by the photocathodes of the
PMTs. The resultingcurrent pulses from the output of the
PMTdynodechainsarriveat passiveshapingfiltersviacoaxial
cables. The pulses are integrated with a time constant of @-0.8
@isec.The filters are followed by two stages of active gain,

resultingin an amplificationfactorof -.-500.
The conversion-stage hardware consists of four analog-to

digital converters (ADCs), which convert the acquisition-stage
analog signals. We initially constructed the modular camera
using five-bit quantization in each ADC, which resulted in
unsatisfactory images (13). Figure 3A shows an image of a
thyroid phantom taken through a high-resolution collimator
using five-bit quantization in each ADC. Artifacts from the
quantization appear in a band surroundingthe phantom. In
order to improve the quality of the image, the number of
quantizationlevelswasincreased.Wenowuseeight-bitquan
tization in each ADC.

The lookup-tablememory size for five-bitquantization is
220 words or two megabytes (five bits from each ADC, four

ADCs, and one word of memory per location), which is an
easily obtainable amount of memory given state-of-the-art

computer products. For eight-bit quantization, the lookup
table memory size would be 232words or four gigabytes, which
is a prohibitive amount of computer memory. Instead of
implementing such a large lookup table, we compress the
eight-bitdigitalinformationinto five-bitdigitalsignals.

The compression-stagehardwareconsistsof four erasable,
programmableread-onlymemories(EPROMs),one for each
ADC. The eight-bit signalsfrom the ADCs are used as ad
dresses to the EPROMs. The contents of the addressed loca
tions correspond to the square roots of the eight-bit signals.
For example,considerthe EPROMcorrespondingto PMT A.
The contentsof the EPROMare:

A =

where a is the eight-bit input signal (the digital address to the
EPROM)and A is the five-bitoutput signal(the contents of
the addressed location). The four compressed output signals,
A, B, C and D, are combined to form a 20-bit address for the
lookup table. Figure 3B shows an image of the thyroid phan
tom using eight-bit quantization on the ADCs and square
root compression circuitry; quantization artifacts are greatly
suppressed.

The estimationstageof the signalprocessingis simplythe
lookup table, which is a dedicated portion ofcomputer mem
ory. Each memory location in the lookup table corresponds
to a unique combination ofA, B, C and D signals. The lookup
table is organized so that each addressed location contains
one word (16 bits) ofinformation. Twelve bits ofthe word are
used to indicate the (.@J')estimate of event position: six bits
for the@ estimate and six bits for the j' estimate. Three of the
remaining bits determine into which of eight possible image
memories the position estimate is accumulated. The sixteenth
bit is used for discriminating against scattered radiation or
other events outside the photopeak. If the ABCD does not
correspond to a photopeak event, a logical 1 is stored in the
sixteenthbit. Ifthe ABCDcorrespondsto a photopeakevent,
a logical 0 is stored in the sixteenth bit. The procedure for
determining if ABCD corresponds to a photopeak event is
discussed in a later section.

Theaccumulationstageincludesthe imagememory,which
is implemented as additional dedicated memory in the corn
puter and the necessary circuitry to increment the counts in
this memory. The image memory is organized as a matrix of
64 x 64 locations, corresponding to the six-bit@ estimate and
the six-bitâ€¢@)estimate. A position estimate from the lookup
table is accumulated by addressing the proper location in the
matrix and adding one to the contents of the location. If the
sixteenth bit is a logical 1, the hardware does not accumulate
the estimate.

Post-processing takes place in the host processor. After the
data are collected in the image memory, special-purpose pro
grams are used to perform image processing functions if such
processing is needed or desired.

CalibrationProcedure
In order to calculatethe ML estimate,the MDRFs should

be determined at each of the 4,096 (x,y) locations on the
crystal. Analytical solutions for the MDRFs are difficult to
obtain because of the large number of phenomena, such as
reflection from the packing material surrounding the crystal
and reflection from the crystal-window interface, that contrib
ute to the PMT response. Monte-Carlo techniques can predict

FIGURE3
Thyroid phantom images taken through a high-resolution col
limator.(A) Imageacquiredby a systemusingan EPROMset
so as to perform a linear eight-bit to five-bit mapping. A small
air bubble is present in the upper left corner of the phantom,
but because of the quantization artifacts, it is not easily
discemible.(B) Imageacquiredby the same system used in
Figure 3A after the EPROM setting was changed so as to
perform an approximate square root eight-bit to five-bit map
ping. The phantom's position was unchanged. Images A and
B are the result of dividingby a referencefloodimage.
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the general shapes of the MDRFs as a function of position,
but they do not yield correct quantitative results due to the
difficulty in determining exact material parameters (10). The
best method for determining the MDRFs accurately is to
measure them directly.

To measurethe MDRFs,we start with a collimatedpoint
source of technetium-99m (99mTc),which has a beam width
of â€”2.0mm, incident on some location (x@,yo)of the crystal.
The 20-bit address from the compression stage is used as the
address to a large (220 word) computer memory. Each time a
locationin the largememoryisaddressed,the contentsof that
location are incrementedby one. When a sufficientnumber
of counts is collected, the data are an approximation of:

P(ABCDI XoYo),

where A, B, C and D are the signal levels after the n1, n2, n3
and n4photoelectrons, respectively, are converted into voltage
signals, digitized, and compressed. We could use these data
directly to determine the ML position estimates. The tech
nique involves observing the number of counts collected at
each ABCD versus the location ofthe point source. The (x,y)'s
that correspond to the maximum number of counts at each
ABCD are the ML estimates. Our results indicate that severe
quantization artifacts appear in images produced by this
lookup table unless the data are accumulated at each of the
4,096 (x,y) locations (13). The amount of time required for
data collection and processing at 4,096 (x,y) is prohibitive
(â€”11 hr). If we assume that the MDRFs vary smoothly with
position, and ifwe use more sophisticated estimation methods
on a courser grid of points, we can greatly reduce the overall
time for calibration ofa module.

Our calibration method consists of first estimating the
MDRFsfrom the point-sourcedata, whichrequiresa statisti
cal model for these data. Ifthe n, are statistically independent,
as was assumed to obtain Equation 1,the five-bit digital signals
are also statistically independent, that is:

P(ABCDIxy) = P(A@xy)P(B@xy)P(CIxy) P(D@xy). (3)

Even if we assume that the photoelectrons (n3n2n3n.@)obey
Poisson statistics, the ABCD do not. Instead, given our as
sumptions, they are well modeled as binned Poisson distri
butions with appropriate correction for nonlinear data
compression. Figure 4 illustrates the transformation of
P(n,Ixy)by a square-rootmapping.This mappingtransforms
a Poissonrandomvariableto onewithapproximatelyconstant
variance (18).

After the ABCDdata are collectedfor one locationof the
point source, the MDRFs for that location are determined
from the data by an ML estimation procedure called logarith
mic matched filtering (18). In this method, the data are
processed to obtain IMkj@,where Mkais the number of events
recorded in bin k (k = 0, . . ., 31) corresponding to PMT
i (i = 1,2,3,4). The @Mka@approximate the signal probability
distributions of each PMT. For example, 1M,@approximates
P(A@xoyo).The MLestimateoffi(x@,yo)given1M,@isobtained
by maximizing the appropriate likelihood function,
P(@Mk1@@f,<x@,yo)).It can be shown (19) that maximizing
P(@Mkf@fa(xo,yo))iSequivalentto maximizing:

31@:MkIIn[P(k@ f,(xo,yo))J,
kâ€”O

32.

24.

P(AIxo@yo) Compression
16. rr@ Algorithm

8.@ Iâ€”;â€˜i@ P(nilxo,yo)I P(niIxi,yi)'

0- /â€˜@i.1 Hc@
0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224

PhotoelectronResponse,@ , of PMT 1
FIGURE4
TransformationofP(n1Ix,y)intoP(A/x,y).ThePoissonprobe
bilitydistributionfor n1 is shown for two locations on the
crystal, (x0,y0)and (x1,y1).These distributions are mapped into
P(AIxoyo)andP(A1x1y1)bythebinningandnonlinearcompres
sionalgorithm.Thevarianceof P(n1lxy),whichisindicatedby
the widthof the distributionin the figure,changes with(x,y).
The varianceof P(A@xy)is nearlyuniformwith(x,y).

whereP(k@fa(xo,yo))is the probabilitythat a scintillationevent
at (Xo,yo)will yield a count in the kth bin correspondingto
tube i. The distribution P(k@f1(xo,yo))is not exactly Poisson
because of the binning and the nonlinear compression, but it
is easily calculated. Note that Equation 4 is a weighted sum
of the data, {Mk1@.We calculate and store the weights, the
values ofln[P(klf,(xo,yo))], for values of f,(x,y) ranging from 0
to 32 in increments of 1/32, that is, for 32 increments of each
bin. These stored data represent 1,024 possible estimates of
f,(x,y). We then â€œmatchâ€•the data to the optimal stored
estimate by maximizing Equation 4 over the stored distribu
tions of weights.

The MDRFs are routinely measuredat every fourth loca
lion in each direction,whichresultsin a 16x 16samplingof
the (x,y) locations.Afterthe MDRF valuesare determinedat
thesesamplepoints,an interpolationmethod is usedto deter
mine the MDRF values at the remaining (x,y) locations. We
have tried using linear and bicubic spline interpolation, but
quantizationartifactswereevidentin the images.The method
we have found satisfactory is to Fourier transform the sampled
values, filter in the spatial-frequency domain, and transform
back to the spatial domain. The result is a 64 x 64 MDRF
array that significantlyreduces the quantization artifacts in
the images.

LookupTable Calculation
We now describehow the ML estimate is calculatedfor a

particular AOBOCODO,that is, for one addressin the lookup
table. First, the signal probability distributions, for example
P(AoIxy), are calculated using the MDRFs determined in the
calibration. Quantization due to the ADCs is accounted for
by integrations over small intervals of n in Equation 1. For
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eight-bit quantization, the intervals are 1/256 of the ADC
range. Appropriate correction is then applied for the nonlinear
data compression and binning to yield P(AoIxy), etc. Then
the product ofthe signal probability distributions is calculated
to yield P(AoBoCoDolxy),as shown in Equation 3, and (x,y)
space is searched to obtain the maximum of P(AoBoCoDolxy).
The (x,y)that maximizesP(AoBoCoDolxy)is the ML estimate
(.@J,)correspondingtoA0B0C@@D0.Finally,weapplya proce
dure called â€œlikelihoodwindowingâ€•to determine if the esti
mate corresponds to a photopeak event. The following para
graphs describe the search procedure and the windowing in
more detail.

The search over (x,y) space can be accomplished in several
ways. A brute force method for finding the ML estimate is to
calculate the likelihoods for all (x,y) for each address in the
lookup table, but this would be extremely time consuming. In
order to reduce the computation time, we implement a
nestedâ€”searchroutine that capitalizes on the assumed statis
tical independence of the individual signals.

The area of (x,y) space that exhibits a P(AoIxy) above a
predetermined threshold T@,(where ns stands for nested
search) is determined by an exhaustive search in (x,y) space.
This area, denoted Si, corresponds to the crystal area where
A0 is probably due to a photopeak scintillation event. The S@
area is exhaustivelysearchedto find another area 52 where
P(Bo@xy)> Ta,. The processis continued for the Coand D0
signal values, and the result is a small area S@that corresponds
to the logicalAND of the four thresholdconditions.The S,
area, which is much smaller than the original (x,y) space, is
then exhaustively searched for the ML estimate (@,fr).If the
resulting 54 area has zero net area, A@,BoCoDoiSprobably not
due to a photopeak event. In this case, the content of the
lookup table corresponding to AoB0CoD0iStagged to indicate
a nonphotopeak response, that is, a logical 1 is set in the
sixteenth bit of the addressed location, as explained in a
previous section.

As in commercial gamma cameras, the image quality of
the modular cameras is improved by using a windowing
procedure. Ordinarily, the energy signal E, the sum of the
PMT signals,would be used to discriminatebetweenphoto
peak and nonphotopeak events. A range of E around the

average energy signal, (E), defines the bounds of acceptable
E. In the modular camera, however, E is a function of position,
E = E(x,y), and the established methods ofenergy windowing
are difficult to apply. Instead, we use likelihood windowing, a
technique that windows the lookup table according to the
likelihood that AoBoCoDoresulted from a photopeak event. If
S4 has nonzero net area, P(AoBoCoDol@)is compared to
another threshold value, T1@(where l'@stands for likelihood
window). If P(A@BoC@DoIk5@)> T,@,A@B0C1@D0is assumed to
have resulted from a photopeak event and the estimate (@J')
is considered valid. If P(AoBoCoDoIkj@)< T1@,AoB0CoD0prob
ably did not result from a photopeak event, and the content
of the lookup table corresponding to AoB0CoJ.)ois tagged to
indicate a nonphotopeak response. We call this technique
likelihood windowing because the likelihood function
P(ABCDI.@),rather than the total energy,is the criterion for
discrimination of photopeak and nonphotopeak events.

Uniformity Correction
The uniformityof a floodimageis an important specifica

tion for gamma cameras. A raw (not post-processed) image of
a flood source is shown in Figure 5A. The brightness of each
pixel corresponds to the number ofcounts recorded in it. This
pauem is almost uniform near the center of the crystal, but
alternate bright and dark pixels are observed near the edges
and especially in the corners. The uniformity of the flood
image can be improved by using several methods that we
describe in the following paragraphs.

One method for improvingthe uniformityis to modifythe
ML estimatesin the lookup table. A data set is collectedthat
is similar to the ones collected in the calibration procedure,
except that a flood source is used. The lookup table is stored
in computer memory, and the computer constructs an image
from the data set and the lookup table. An average gray level
in this flood image is computed, and, of course, some of the
pixels are darker than the average and some are brighter. The
modified ML approach to flood correction is to reassign some
ABCDvaluesfromtheirtrueML valuesto neighboringpixels
if, by doing so, we reduce the number of counts in a bright
pixeland increasethe number in a darker pixel.In no casedo
we change the position estimate by more than one pixel from
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FIGURE5
Flood images. (Left panel) A raw (not post-processed) image of a flood source. (Middlepanel) An image of a flood source using
the modifiedMLlookuptable. (Rightpanel)An image of a floodsource using a multipleassignment technique. For all three
images,thedigitaldataweredisplayedona linearizedmonitorforwhichthedisplayedluminancewasrigorouslyproportional
to the digital value. The photographicprocess, however, increasesthe contrast so that relativelysubtle nonuniformitiesare
evidenton the figures.
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FIGURE 6
Thyroid phantom images processed with different uniformity-correction techniques. (A)An image of a thyroid phantom using a
modifiedMLlookuptable. (B)Data of Figure5Adividedby a referencefloodimage.(C)Animageof a thyroidphantom using
a multiple-assignment technique. (D)Data of Figure 5C divided by a reference flood image.

its true ML value, so the effect ofthis reassignment on spatial
resolution is minimal.

In deciding which ABCD locations to reassign, we first
search the flood image for pixels brighter than the average
which have neighbors darker than the average. These ABCDS
are candidates for reassignment. The candidates are ranked in
decreasing order of their likelihoods, calculated on the new
location. These candidates are then reassigned in order until
no further improvement in flood uniformity would result. The
modified ML lookup table can now be used in place of the
MLlookuptableforcollectingimages,and significantlybetter
floodimagesare obtainedas shownin FigureSB.

The flood nonuniformities are almost completely elimi
nated by extending the idea in the preceding paragraph. A
data set is collected using the technique outlined in the cali
bration procedure with a flood source. After the exposure is
finished, the computer calculates the image directly from the
likelihood function. For each ABCD in the data set, a nested
search of(x,y) space is performed in order to find a small area
in which the likelihood is above a predetermined threshold
value. A number ofcounts proportional to the product of the
counts in ABCD and the likelihood is added to each pixel in
the image that lies within the search area. In this way, we do
not assign an ABCD to just one pixel, but rather to several in
proportion to their likelihoods. This approach, which we refer
to as multiple assignment, results in a very smooth flood
image, as shown in Figure SC. However, the time required to
produce an image from a data set in this way is too long for
real-time image acquisition. The multiple-assignment tech
nique is instructive because it illustrates that the flood-image
non-uniformities are associated with the assignment ofa single
pixel value to each ABCD.

The third technique for improving flood-field uniformity is
to divide the image data by a reference flood image. This
corrects for nonuniformity on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The
effects of these three methods of uniformity correction on
image quality are illustrated in Figure 6.

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Several modular cameras have been constructed and
tested. This report lists results obtained from a modular
camera with a 5.0-mm thick crystal of NaI(Tl) in a
package designed by Harshaw, Inc, Solon, OH. The
total exit window thickness is 19.0 mm with no mask
ing. Four Hamamatsu 5.0-cm square PMTs are coupled

to the top of the exit window. Standard PMT voltage
dividers produce the dynode voltages, and a multiple
channel, digitally controlled LeCroy high voltage power
supply provides voltages for each divider. The following
paragraphs discuss the spatial resolution, energy reso
lution, flood-field uniformity and count rate of this
camera.

Spatial resolution ofthe module was tested by placing
a collimated point source of @mTc,which had a beam
width of-@.'2.0mm, at an array of(x,y) locations on the
crystal. The array consisted of 64 locations on an 8 x
8 grid.Figure7 showsan imageof an arraythat was
post-processed by dividing the raw image with a refer
ence flood image and filtering with a 3 x 3 median
filter. A visual inspection of Figure 7 indicates that the
positions of the point images closely correspond to the
grid locations. Gross position errors commonly ob
served in uncorrected images from large Anger cameras
are not observed. Near the edges, the shapes ofthe point
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imageof a point-sourcearray that has been post-processed
by dividingwith a referenceflood imageand by filteringwith a
3 x 3 median filter. The array consists of 64 locations on an
8 x 8 grid. Spatial resolution is 3.5 mm FWHM in the center
of the crystal, and post-processing to correct position errors
is not implemented.
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FIGURE8
Trace across the diagonal of Figure 7.

images become slightly longer in the direction perpen
dicular to the edge. In the corners, where spatial reso
lution is poorest, point images are more degraded.
Figure 8 is a trace across the diagonal of Figure 7.

Spatial resolution was quantified by observing the
number ofcounts in the center image pixel as the point
source moves along a line through the center of the
crystal. The point source moved in 1/10 pixel steps.
The full-width-at-half maximum (FWHM) spatial res
olution was determined by noting the source positions
where the maximum and half maximum number of
counts occur. For our modular camera, the measured
spatial resolution in the center of the crystal is -@-3.5
mm FWHM using this technique. If we assume that
the 2-mm beam width ofthe source adds in quadrature
to the intrinsic camera resolution, we get 2.8 mm for
the latter.

Energy resolution was tested by placing a collimated
point source of 99mTc in the center of the crystal. A
multi-channel analyzer was connected to the output of
each PMT through a spectroscopypreamplifier, and
the energy resolution at FWHM, &E/E, was measured.
The result was that L,@E/E@ 20% for each PMT. The
energy resolution for the combined signal from the four
PMTswas 10%.

Flood-field uniformity was measured by placing a
1.0-mCi point source of @mTcapproximately 1.0 mm
from the face plate of the camera, and nine million
counts were collected in the image. At this distance, the
maximum intensity difference between the center and
the corner is just under 0.5%. To be consistent with
specifications from the National Electrical Manufactur
ers Association (NEMA) (20), we defined the pixel size
to be 6.3 mm square (4 x 4 array ofour standard pixels)
for the uniformity measurement. Integral uniformity,
defined as [(Max â€”Min)/(Max + Mm)] of the counts
collected in NEMA pixels over the entire image, was
15.0% without any uniformity correction. Differential
uniformity, defined as [(Max â€”Min)/(Max + Mm)]
using a 5 x 1 or 1 x 5 window of NEMA pixels, was
14.6% at the worst-case position in the image. When

the flood image was divided by a reference flood image,
the integral uniformity was 2. 1% and the differential
uniformity was 1.3%.

Count rate was measured by placing a point source
of @mTcin front of the modular camera. A series of
lead plates was placed between the source and the
crystal, and the count rate was measured as a function
of the lead thickness. These data were converted into a
graph of observed scintillations versus the true scintil
lations, as shown in Figure 9. Data for both the unwin
dowed count rate and the windowed count rate are
shown. The windowed count rate includes only those
counts which pass through the likelihood window. The
maximum windowed count rate for the modular cam
era is @-l20kcps.

A clinical thyroid image taken with a modular cam
era is shown in Figure 10. Approximately 20 mCi of
pertechnetate was injected intravenously into the sub
ject, and an image was acquired through a high-resolu
tion collimator in contact with the subject's neck. Im
aging time was -â€˜.-lOmm.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the design and construction of
modular scintillation cameras. The hardware for these
cameras includes six stages of signal processing: data
acquisition, conversion of the PMT responses into
eight-bit digital signals, compression of the eight-bit
signals into five-bit signals, determination of scintilla
tion position estimates from a digital lookup table,
accumulation of the estimates in an image memory,
and post-processing of the image data. For these mod
ules, we have developed a calibration procedure used
to obtain high-quality MDRFs, which are used to cal
culate ML position estimates. The lookup table and
ML estimation scheme remove the restriction of cal
culating the (@j))position estimates in separate circui
try. Images of point-source arrays show that the usable

True (Kcps)

FIGURE9
Observed scintillations versus true scintillations. The win
dowed count rate includes only those counts which pass
throughthelikelihoodwindow.Themaximumwindowedcount
rate for the modular cameras is â€”120 Kcps.
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FIGURE10
Aclinicalthyroidimagetaken witha modularcamera.Approx
imately 20 mCi of pertechnetate was injected intravenously
into the subject, and the image was acquired for 10 mm
through a high-.resolutioncollimatorin contact with the sub
ject's neck.

field-of-view is essentially the entire crystal area. It is
obvious from a visual inspection of the point-source
image arrays that the position errors are small compared
to the spatial resolution of the camera, so it is not
necessary to post-process the data to correct for position
errors. The modular camera is characterized by spatial
resolution of @3mm and energy resolution of 10% in
the center of the crystal. Integral uniformity is 2.1%
and differential uniformity is 1.3% after the image is
divided by a reference flood image.
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